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The SAVe Act: A Roadblock To Automated Vehicle Innovation
Law360, New York (April 4, 2017, 10:40 AM EDT) --

The automobile is poised at an historic inflection point that rivals the introduction of the
internal combustion engine over a hundred years ago.

Autonomous vehicle technology — currently being developed and tested under real-world
conditions by numerous companies both outside and inside the traditional auto manufacturing
sector — promises to bring important advances in safety and transportation quality and

Perry A. Lange

convenience to U.S. roadways.

Open, robust competition among all innovators is essential to realizing self-driving
technologies’ transformative potential. The Safe Automated Vehicle (SAVe) Act — state
model legislation introduced in several states purportedly to regulate safe autonomous vehicle
deployments — actually would erect hurdles to autonomous vehicle competition and
innovation.
Sarah H. Licht
Autonomous vehicle tests, and ultimately deployments, naturally must operate within the
rigorous safety standards that apply to vehicles on American roadways. But the legislation —
reportedly promoted by General Motors[1] — is unnecessary and is written to protect
traditional auto manufacturers and dealers from competition in this new technology space.

The SAVe Act not only fails to promote safety (its ostensible purpose), but will impair the
development and deployment of autonomous vehicle technology and its benefits.
Renita Khanduja
Although this analysis focuses on the SAVe Act as introduced in several states, the basic
principle has broader application. Any anticompetitive, protectionist legislation that seeks to
limit autonomous vehicle market participation based on unwarranted barriers or to impose
technologically prescriptive requirements will, like the SAVe Act, delay rather than advance
the arrival of the significant safety benefits autonomous vehicles can offer.

The Promise and Diversity of Self-Driving Technology

William Desmond

Autonomous vehicle technology has the potential to “catalyze an unprecedented advance in safety on U.S. roads and
highways.”[2] It also promises advances in mobility, productivity and driver convenience.

The autonomous vehicle technology space is highly dynamic with development occurring at a broad range of companies in
sectors such as software, hardware, computing and transportation, as well as the traditional automotive sector.[3] This
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intense interest from a diverse set of credible innovators suggests there will be many different deployment models
contending in the market for autonomous vehicle technology.

The competition will be fierce. It will be pro-consumer, and it will bring greater safety to America’s roadways — if it is
allowed to develop and be deployed.

Disruptive New Technologies are Vulnerable to Government-Imposed Barriers

Open competition is the foundation of America’s economic system. It fosters innovation in new products, promotes
greater quality in existing products and lowers prices making products more accessible to consumers and businesses.[4]
Government action can foster competition by prohibiting anticompetitive conduct and by tailoring necessary regulation
narrowly to achieve its purposes.[5]

But government action can also destroy competition by raising costs, imposing barriers to entry and picking winners and
losers based not on market performance, efficiency or technological innovation, but lobbying muscle and legislative
creativity.[6]

Industries in which new technologies promise to disrupt old ones are particularly vulnerable to such regulatory capture
because entrenched players’ economic interests are threatened by new entrants.[7] The disrupters may bring promising
technology and new ideas that bring competition to the market, but lack the connections to be competitive at the state
house.

The Antitrust Division of the U.S. Department of Justice and the U.S. Federal Trade Commission — the enforcers of U.S.
antitrust law that promote free U.S. markets — in both Republican and Democratic administrations have repeatedly
warned against state government regulations that impose barriers to new market entry, often in the guise of safety or
“protecting” consumers, because they limit consumer choice and stifle innovation.[8]

“SAVe Acts” Erect Protectionist Barriers to Self-Driving Technologies

The SAVe Act is model legislation that purports to provide a regulatory framework for safe autonomous vehicle
deployment. So far, only one state, Michigan, has enacted a version of the SAVe Act.[9] But similar legislation has been
introduced in at least six other states — Georgia, Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts, Oregon and Tennessee.[10]

The SAVe Act has at least two hallmarks of anticompetitive, protectionist legislation: (i) it contains provisions that protect
established industry participants from new competition — here, traditional auto manufacturers over high-technology and
other companies; and (ii) those provisions are justified by pretextual reasons — here, ostensibly “providing” states with
the authority to regulate safe autonomous vehicle deployment, powers which states and the federal government already
have.
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Protectionist Provisions

As introduced in its various forms, the SAVe Act allows only “motor vehicle manufacturers” to test and operate
autonomous motor vehicles in the state.[11] Only companies that have manufactured motor vehicles — to the exclusion of
all the other kinds of diverse and credible innovators in the autonomous technology space that do not manufacture
automobiles — meet this definition.[12]

Non-automobile manufacturers — including companies with existing autonomous vehicle programs such as Nvidia,
Bosch, Microsoft and Uber — could be barred from competing with their technology (at least on their own) in SAVe Act
states that adopt this narrow definition.[13]

In addition, in some states the SAVe Act goes even further in protecting traditional automobile manufacturers by including
the requirement that only vehicle manufacturers that have “distributed” motor vehicles are eligible to operate autonomous
vehicles.[14]

If this language were construed to refer to distribution through auto dealers, this requirement would effectively limit
participation in the autonomous vehicle market to only established automobile manufacturers, such as General Motors,
since they are the only entities that distribute vehicles through dealers. In fact, even experienced manufacturers could be
excluded by this language if they do not distribute vehicles through dealers.

Numerous firms beyond traditional automobile manufacturers/distributors are poised to develop and deploy
groundbreaking innovations that could shape the future of autonomous vehicles.[15] These developments are backed by
billions of dollars of capital invested and person-hours worked.

Yet with the stroke of a pen, any company that is not a traditional automobile manufacturer will be at a significant
disadvantage in entering the autonomous vehicle market. Moreover, having experience manufacturing traditional vehicles
is not a reliable indicator that these companies have the ability to safely develop autonomous technology.

Given available information, the level of on-road experience with self-driving cars varies significantly from automaker to
automaker. While some automakers have recently begun autonomous vehicle development, others have not indicated any
on-road testing of autonomous vehicle technology at all.

Conversely, available data indicate that some technology companies have safely amassed significantly more miles of AV
testing than traditional automakers have accumulated in combined mileage. For instance, the California DMV published
the disengagement reports for eleven companies testing autonomous vehicle technology in the state in 2016.[16]

The data show that not only did technology companies amass hundreds of thousands more autonomous miles than
traditional automakers, but also that their drivers needed to take manual control over the vehicle while in autonomous
mode at a significantly lower frequency than traditional automakers.
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Nor do all automakers have experience with the cutting-edge software and hardware technology at the core of autonomous
vehicle systems. In fact, several automakers have sought to obtain that expertise by acquiring or investing in nontraditional autonomous vehicle companies, the very companies these bills would exclude had they remained
independent.[17]

Safety-driven organizations with backgrounds outside vehicle manufacturing should not be denied the ability to contribute
their expertise and work to improve road safety.

The SAVe Act imposes other protectionist and unnecessary barriers to development and deployment of these technologies.
These include provisions requiring autonomous vehicles to contain automatic crash notification technology with specific
parameters that seem tailored to proprietary technology, like GM’s Onstar, owned by certain traditional auto
manufacturers.[18]

And various iterations of the SAVe Act include provisions protecting auto manufacturers, but not other competitors, from
tort liability if the vehicle was modified or converted from its original design without the auto manufacturer’s consent[19]
Without similar immunity for non-manufacturers, this could lead to efforts to shift liability (and therefore costs) onto
developers of the software and hardware elements of self-driving technology itself, putting them at a competitive
disadvantage relative to auto manufacturers.

Pretextual Justifications

The SAVe Act is billed as providing states with the regulatory framework and authority necessary to ensure safe
autonomous vehicle deployments.[20] But states and the federal government already possess enforcement authority
capable of protecting the public from the unsafe deployment of automated vehicle systems.

For example, states have already applied their existing authority over the licensing and registration of motor vehicles to
automated systems. In December 2016, the California DMV revoked the registration of autonomous vehicles that it
determined to be operating improperly within the state.[21]

The power to revoke vehicle licensing and registration can be found in statutes in many states, including California,
Michigan, Illinois and Georgia.[22] In many instances, state-level regulations expressly prohibit the operation of “unsafe”
vehicles.[23] States can rely on this existing authority to protect public roadways.

Moreover, the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act grants broad authority to the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (NHTSA) over motor vehicle safety, including the enforcement power to regulate and, if necessary,
recall defective or dangerous vehicles.[24]
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NHTSA has pointed to this authority as providing the federal agency the flexibility to respond to safety concerns related to
forward collision warning systems and other recent innovative automation technologies.[25] According to regulatory
guidance released in September 2016, this authority allows NHTSA to reach vehicles “that pose an unreasonable risk to
safety even when there is no applicable Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard,” including autonomous vehicle
systems.[26]

This is not the first time that the introduction of new technologies has provoked backward-looking regulatory responses.
Indeed, when automobiles drove alongside horse-drawn carriages, Detroit initially mandated a 5-mile-per-hour speed limit
— the same as the speed limit for horse-drawn carriages — a speed too low for the new internal combustion engine
technology to operate without stalling.[27]

Likewise, protectionist and unnecessary barriers to enter the autonomous vehicle market threatens to stall progress in
autonomous vehicle deployments, and delay the many benefits those innovations offer.

Taken as a whole, legislation based on the SAVe Act principles creates these types of barriers. While the language of
future bills may not carry the SAVe brand, state legislators should be wary of inadvertently favoring incumbent
automobile industry participants over new players and creating an unfair playing field that will be felt for decades to come.
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